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Introduction
Thank you for mentoring students in the Data Science Bootcamp: Foundations + Core.
The insight you provide is central to each student’s learning. This guide is designed to
make it easier for you to access the information you need to create a smoother
mentoring experience.

This guide provides:

● A High-Level Overview of the Course
● Unit Overviews — This is a description of each unit.

○ Learning Objectives — These are high-level objectives that indicate the
goals of each unit.

○ Major Mentee Activities— These are the activities that your student will
complete while working on each unit.

○ Common Concerns — This section describes common concerns students
may have related to the topics covered in the unit.

○ Industry Expert Insight — These are suggestions for ways you can share
your industry experiences with your mentee to help them succeed.

Note: While this guide provides a sufficient overview of the course to help you
understand the covered material and requirements, it doesn’t contain specific lesson
plans, so if you’d like to understand the details of the learning activities, please refer to
the course.

The Course Structure

This course aims to:

● Equip students with the technical skills they’ll need to build an impressive data
science portfolio and launch a successful career as a data scientist.

● Empower students to secure a data science position through a proven job search
strategy.

We divide the curriculum in a two-part structure:
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1. Foundations

The Foundations part of the course is designed to introduce students to the
world of data science and Python programming. The four technical units equip
students with the programming and statistical skills and knowledge to
successfully pass the Data Science Career Technical Skills Survey (TSS) and
advance to the Core curriculum.

At the end of Foundations, students will be able to take the TSS. Students have a
total of three chances to pass the TSS and move into the Core material.

Upon completion of Foundations, students will:

● Be able to program in Python at an intermediate to advanced level (they
will have learned concepts including syntax, control flows, functions, lists,
dictionaries, strings, stacks, queues, and search and sort algorithms)

● Have a refined understanding of descriptive statistics and basic
probability

● Know how to work with Jupyter Notebooks, NumPy, Matplotlib, and
Pandas

2. Core

The Core part of the course is designed to set students up to successfully land
their first data science job and guides them through hands-on assignments that
replicate the work that data scientists conduct on a daily basis. These projects
are an invaluable addition to their portfolio and will help them to demonstrate
their ability to work end-to-end through a data science project to potential
employers. Students apply the skills and concepts they learned throughout the
course to two capstone projects.

Upon completion of the Core material, students will have:

● Learned the ins and outs of data science theory, tools, and skills
● Demonstrated their knowledge of the Data Science Method through

course projects
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● Created an interview-worthy portfolio to show off to potential employers

The course includes both technical units filled with videos, interactive resources, and
projects, as well as optional career curriculum designed to help each student land their
dream job.

Familiarizing Yourself with the Course

Before the course starts, please spend some time learning the ins and outs of the
curriculum in order to be prepared to address your mentee’s concerns or questions. To
prepare, please:

● Read through this handbook
● Read through all of the project instructions to familiarize yourself with what

students will be asked to do
● Review each of the units of the course to better understand the topics and

learning objectives addressed in each unit

Course Projects

Portfolio Projects (Core)
Students will complete two capstone projects that will be included in their portfolio.

Capstone 1
(Guided Capstone)

Your mentee’s first capstone project comes up fairly early in the Core
material. For this project, they’ll be given a lightweight introduction to each
step of the Data Science Method. They’ll then be guided through each of
those steps with helpful tips and instructions. This first capstone is
designed to build their foundational understanding of each of these
important steps, while also giving them an opportunity to practice each
step before applying their knowledge to their second capstone.

Capstone 2 Your mentee’s second capstone project follows the same Data Science
Method steps as the first capstone, but this time with less guidance. Each
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of these project’s steps will be their own submission and are interwoven
throughout the core units of the course.

Case Studies and Mini-Projects (Core)

As your mentee works through the Core material, they’ll encounter some stand-alone
hands-on case studies that are designed to help them practice the crucial skills taught
in this course. Students will add each of these completed case studies to their GitHub
repository. Generally, your mentee will complete a case study or mini-project, get
feedback from you — their mentor — and then apply the skills covered in the practice
project to work they complete for their capstone projects.

Video Call Sessions (30 minutes)

Weekly calls with mentors are at the heart of our students’ learning. The calls are also
meant to help you 1) better understand what your mentees are learning each week, 2)
make sure your mentees are on track, and 3) provide feedback, encouragement, and
inspiration for career advancement.

Before each call, please:

● Read through the call agenda your mentee has submitted
● Review any submitted projects. These will appear in your mentor dashboard.
● Review the common concerns students may have about the course projects

○ These are listed under the description of the project in each unit overview
● Review (if needed) the unit overview of the unit that your student is working on

During each call, be sure to:

● Greet your mentee and break the ice by asking about their day or finding
common interests or hobbies you both share (1 minute)

● Discuss the items listed in the call agenda, including the work your mentee has
done that week and any questions or concerns they may have
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● Tie up the call when it’s coming to an end by:
○ Reiterating key information and next steps
○ Ending on a positive and encouraging tone
○ Confirming the next 1-1 video call session

Foundations

Course Sequence

1. Getting Started
2. Intro to Data Science & Python
3. Intermediate Python
4. Foundations of Probability
5. Python: Data Structures & Algorithms
6. Technical Skills Survey

Interactive Coding Environment Review Information
In order to give our students the chance to practice coding on an actual coding platform, the
course features mini-courses that are hosted on Next.Tech, our partner coding platform. You
can help your student with their work in several different ways. (View all the Next.Tech lessons
in curriculum)

○ Option 1: Log in to the Next.Tech and review the section of the mini-course your
student is having trouble with in order to offer insights

○ Option 2: Ask your student to share their login information with you if they would
like to show you a specific section of code. You can both log in to the same
account at the same time in order to ‘code together’

○ Option 3: Ask your student to share their screen with you to show you the part of
the code that they are having trouble with

Here are the solutions for all of the Next.Tech lessons.
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Additionally, we’ve created a small set of materials to orient students to the Next.Tech coding
environment.

Unit 1: Getting Started

Unit Overview

This unit introduces the course curriculum, how to navigate the course site, and how to
participate in the 1-1 video sessions.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Become familiar with the course site
● Understand the course aims and outcomes
● Prepare for mentor 1-1 video call

Major Mentee Activities

● Students read an article on how to successfully work through the course
● Students watch videos about time estimates, mentorship, the curated curriculum, and

the student support team

Common Concerns

● Your mentee may need assistance setting up the initial 1-1 video call. Please provide
them support by emailing them instructions and other options for the initial contact.

Industry Expert Insights

● For the initial 1-1 session, use icebreakers, such as talking about your hobbies, interests,
or locations, to make your mentee feel comfortable and to build a rapport.

Unit 2: Intro to Data Science & Python

Unit Overview

This unit acquaints mentees with the field of data science by explaining what it is and what it
isn’t. It also introduces students to Python and what makes it so popular. They will also learn
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some basic Python skills by working through mini-courses that are hosted on Next.Tech, our
partner coding platform.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Become familiar with the field of data science, its applications, larger impact, and
limitations

● Start building Python programming skills
● Learn how to use computational thinking to solve problems
● Get comfortable with basic statistical concepts

Major Mentee Activities

● Students will watch videos and read articles that offer an introduction to both the field of
data science and Python.

● Students will sign up for Next.Tech (the platform that hosts the coding exercises) and
work through exercises that cover syntax, control flows, lists, and functions

● Students will read through articles about computational thinking and how it can be used
to solve problems

● Students will work through several interactive exercises that introduce them to basic
statistical concepts

● Students will complete a review exercise that covers all of the Python and stats
concepts they have learned thus far

● Students will complete a hands-on project during which they’ll use all of the Python and
computational thinking concepts they’ve learned in this unit.

Instructions for Mentors marking Data Science Foundation 2.3. Introductory Python
Cumulative Hands-on Project (Caesar Cipher) [separate link to solution set]

For this project, ask the student to send their code to you. Copy and paste it into your Python IDE
and see if it runs as Caesar Cipher should. Specifically, their function should:

- take two inputs, a string for the message, and an integer for the shift
- return a string that's just the input string with all of its characters shifted by the amount

specified in the shift argument
- for each character in the string (including punctuation marks, special characters and

capital letters) get that character's Unicode *v*, and replace it by the character with the
Unicode *v + shift*

- account for user inputs that aren't strings
- be as elegant and efficient as possible.

For example: suppose their function is named `cCipher`, and they’ve accounted for non-string
inputs by printing out the message `'The input is not a string'`. Then the code:
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print(cCipher('abc', 1)
print(cCipher('123', 3)
print(cCipher(44, 3)
print(cCipher('143HgI!)>#', 4))
print(cCipher("Here's 2 U MRS Robinson", 1))

Should output:

bcd
456
The input is not a string
365JiK#+@%
Ifsf(t!3!V!NST!Spcjotpo

Finally, if the student implements an algorithm that produces the right outputs, and you judge it
to be elegant and efficient, congratulate them!

If the student implements an algorithm that produces the right outputs, but you judge it to be
inelegant or not as efficient as it could be, suggest ways in which it could be improved, and
potentially send them our solution.

If the student implements an algorithm that doesn’t produce just the right outputs, then find out
where they went wrong, and talk them through our solution.

Common Concerns

● Mentees may have inaccurate views of data science applications and limitations, so it’s
important to understand what your mentee thinks of the field and correct
misinformation.

● Mentees may run into problems while coding. You can help your student with their work
in several different ways.

○ Option 1: Log in to Next.Tech as a mentor and review the section of the
mini-course your student is having trouble with in order to offer insights

○ Option 2: Ask your student to share their login information with you if they would
like to show you a specific section of code. You can both log in to the same
account at the same time in order to ‘code together’

○ Option 3: Ask your student to share their screen with you to show you the part of
the code that they are having trouble with
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Industry Expert Insights

● Discuss how you entered the data science field and got your first job.
● Share how your work fits within the industry and any impact your work has had.
● Explain the applications and limitations of data science.
● Provide information on how data science has evolved since you started working.
● Share your experiences working with Python.
● Explain the applications of statistics as the topic relates to data science.

Unit 3: Intermediate Python

Unit Overview

This unit seeks to build upon the Python skills that students began to develop in the last unit.
Students continue to work on mini-courses hosted on Next.Tech in order to learn about and
practice using dictionaries, strings, control flows, functions vs. methods, and interacting with
programs.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Build on Python skills learned in the last unit.

Major Mentee Activities

● Work through mini-courses hosted on the Next.Tech platform that will teach students to
use dictionaries, strings, and control flows, as well as teach them the differences
between functions and methods and how to interact with programs.

● Students will complete a hands-on project that incorporates their intermediate Python
learning.

Instructions for Mentors marking DSC Prep 3. Intermediate Python Cumulative Hands-on Project
(Birds of Paradise) [separate link to solution set]
Copy and paste your student’s code in your IDE and check that it contains the variables it should
do, and runs as it should. Specifically, the code should contain the following variables:

- a rarebirds dictionary (as in the model solution)
- a birdlocation list as above
- a codes dictionary as above
- an actions list as above
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If the submission fails to contain at least one of these above, show the student how to declare
the relevant variable(s).

As for how the code should run:
- the code should perform the tasks specified in tasks 5 to 17 inclusive. These tasks are

numbered in the Next Tech exercises so the student can easily identify tasks they
struggled with.

- If the code fails to implement the while loop requested in task 17, this isn’t fatal to the
student’s submission.

If the submission fails to solve at least one of the tasks in 5-16 inclusive, talk the student
through how they could have solved that problem with reference to the model answer.

If the submission solves all of the tasks in 5-16 inclusive, but does so in a way that’s inefficient
or inelegant, talk the student through the relevant parts of the model answer.

Common Concerns

● Mentees may run into problems while coding. You can help your student with their
Next.Tech work in several different ways, which are listed in the Next.Tech Review
Information section of this document.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share your experiences working with Python (or work through some of the more
challenging Next.Tech activities with students)

Unit 4: Foundations of Probability

Overview

This unit covers the basic probability concepts that students will need to be comfortable with in
order to pass the DS Technical Skills Survey.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Become familiar with the fundamental aspects of basic probability
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● Get comfortable with concepts like calculating basic probabilities via counting,

independence, conditional probability, and Bayes Theorem

Major Mentee Activities

● Work through interactive exercises and a video in order to get a clear understanding of
basic probability concepts

Common Concerns

● Some students may struggle with probability concepts. Share any resources that you
might be aware of that can supplement their learning and encourage them to reach out
to their peer community for support.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share your experiences with probability concepts as they pertain to your work as a data
scientist.

● Explain the applications of probability as the topic relates to data science.

Unit 5: Python: Data Structures & Algorithms

Unit Overview

This unit is the last unit in which students will develop their Python skills while coding on the
Next.Tech platform. The unit specifically focuses on data structures and algorithms.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Become familiar with Python data structures as a way to group pieces of information
together to solve a problem.

● Use Python algorithms to search and sort groups of data

Major Mentee Activities

● Students will work on a series of mini-courses hosted on the Next.Tech platform that will
teach them how to use stacks, queues, and search and sort algorithms.
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● Students will work on a hands-on project that gives them an additional chance to
practice all of the skills they have learned in the course up to this point before they take
the DS Technical Skills Survey.

○ [separate link to solution set]
Common Concerns

● Mentees may run into problems while coding. You can help your student with their
Next.Tech environment work in several different ways, which are listed in the Next.Tech
Review Information section of this document.

● Students may be nervous about taking the DS Technical Skills Survey (which they will do
in the next unit.) Encourage students to review the skills they have learned, especially
any skills that you think they could sharper further before taking the technical skills
survey.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share your experience working with stacks, queues, and algorithms.

Unit 6: Technical Skills Survey

Unit Overview

This unit is based around the Data Science Technical Skills Survey. We’ll get back to students in
1 to 2 business days with their test results.

● If a student passes the Technical Skills Survey, they advance to the Core material of this
course.

● If a student fails the Technical Skills Survey, it’s ok! They can take the survey a total of
three times. However, they will need to go back and practice the skills that they struggled
with while working on the Technical Skills Survey. When we send them their results, we’ll
also identify any areas or topics that they should spend some more time on.

Major Mentee Activities

● Students will explore the HackerRank platform through materials we have made that are
specifically designed to help them feel comfortable with the platform

● Students have the opportunity to work through a sample test in order to get comfortable
working on the HackerRank coding platform before taking the Technical Skills Survey.
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● Students will take the Data Science Technical Skills Survey, which should take about 1 to
2 hours, though they have access to the test for 4 hours. The test consists of 10 multiple
choice statistics questions and 2 open-ended coding questions.

Common Concerns

● Students may be nervous about taking the Technical Skills Survey. Work with your
mentee to identify any areas or concepts they feel particularly nervous about, and offer
any insights you can about those topics before they take the survey.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share any experience you have with coding challenges or tests that you’ve had to take in
order to get admitted to a course or job.

Unit 7: Congratulations!

Unit Overview

This is the conclusion of the Foundations material. At this time, we remind students to take the
Technical Skills Survey if they have not yet done so (though they already should have) or take it
again if they have not yet passed the check. We also tell them a bit about what they can expect
while working through the Core part of the course.

Core

Unit 8: Core Curriculum Overview

This unit introduces the core curriculum, gives an overview of course projects and specialization
tracks, discusses your mentee’s optional career support, and sets them up with Python and
Statistics preparation.

Unit Learning Objectives
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In this unit, students will:

● Become familiar with the core curriculum
● Learn about the projects they will complete while working in the core curriculum
● Reinforce foundational knowledge of Python and Statistics
● Prepare for an optional career coaching call

Major Mentee Activities

● Schedule their first optional career coaching call

Common Concerns

● Your mentee may need assistance setting up the initial career coaching call. Please
provide them support by emailing them instructions and offering other options for the
initial contact.

Industry Expert Insights

● Study the specialization tracks and see which one your mentee expresses interest in; use
your industry knowledge to answer any questions they may have.

Unit 9: What is Data Science?

This brief unit is intended to welcome your mentee to the world of data science. They’ll learn the
ins and outs of the data science world and will become familiar with the ways that data science
impacts the world around them. They’ll also be introduced to the Data Science Method (DSM),
the structured approach they’ll use to solve data science problems throughout this course. Let's
dive in!

Unit Learning Objectives

● Become familiar with the field of data science, as well as the skills that data scientists
rely on for success

● Learn about the Data Science Method, the series of steps that your mentee will follow to
complete any data science project

Major Mentee Activities
● Work through a series of resources that will introduce them to the world of data science

Common Concerns
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● Students are still adjusting to the course, so gently remind them to refer back to Unit 1 to
review the resources and support network available to them.

● There are many new terms that students are learning, so encourage your mentee to
create a list or “cheat sheet” that they can refer back to for easy access.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share your experiences with data science and provide additional resources to help your
mentee learn more about the field.

● Share real-world examples of data science in action and explore the ways that a data
scientist would have been involved.

● Share your job hunting experience and any insights you can offer about the data science
job market. Offer insights on career paths and any experiences of your own or your
colleagues that are particularly interesting.

Unit 10: Problem Identification

This unit is all about problem identification, which is the process of defining a problem you want
to solve and identifying what you want to accomplish by solving that problem. It also happens to
be the first step of the Data Science Method. In this unit, your mentee will learn how to create a
problem statement to define a problem and form a hypothesis.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Learn how to identify a problem, the first step in the Data Science Method
● Develop the ability to craft nuanced problem statements

Major Mentee Activities
● Create problem statements for the Monalco Mining case study
● Complete the Nordic Sensing Co. case study

Common Concerns

● Students feel that defining a problem to solve is not important. Gently remind them that
identifying the right problem to solve will save them time and frustration as they near the
end of any project.

Industry Expert Insights
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● Share your experience creating problem statements of your own and provide any tips or
guidance related to problem identification

Unit 11: The Python Data Science Stack

The Python data science stack refers to the ecosystem within which Python exists. This unit
focuses on two of the major players in this ecosystem: Python and pandas. This unit will equip
your mentee with an understanding of all the most essential Python concepts as they relate to
data science, including how to use functions and libraries to solve data science problems.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Learn Python data types, foundations, and standard libraries
● Learn pandas techniques and practice manipulating and merging dataframes with

pandas
● Be able to write code with minimal hints in Jupyter Notebook

Major Mentee Activities
● Work through several sets of Python exercises
● Apply their Python skills to the London Housing case study

Common Concerns

● Your mentee should already have a basic understanding of the foundations of Python —
if they want to refresh their understanding of this important language, they can refer to
foundational Python work in Unit 2.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share any tips regarding the ways you have streamlined your work with Python or
pandas

Unit 12: Creating Your Job Search Strategy (Optional)

Please note that this unit is optional but we encourage students who are hoping to get a data
science job to complete this work.
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Unit Overview

One of the main aims of this course is to make your mentee ready for a career as a data
scientist. This optional unit introduces a job search strategy that we recommend and discusses
the common mistakes made by job seekers.

Please note that the career coach is responsible for assessing your mentee’s LinkedIn
profile and resume. While we encourage you to review your mentee’s resume and LinkedIn page
if they ask, you are not responsible for grading these submissions.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Develop your career strategy to help you successfully land a job when you complete the
course

● Appreciate the greater importance of network building and referrals over resumes, and
start doing the upfront work to build a network

● Recognize some common misconceptions, like searching for job titles (rather than
descriptions), or that good data science jobs are only limited to well-known tech firms

● Learn about how career services work and build rapport with your career coach

Major Mentee Activities
● Watch videos and presentations related to job search strategies and common mistakes

job seekers make

Common Concerns

● Mentees may feel that they don’t want to focus on the career units right away. Please
remind them that the career units are designed to help them kick off their job search
early, which was proven to relate directly to past student success

● Mentees may be skeptical about the idea of applying for jobs via networking and
referrals. Some mentees believe that if they’re not sending out resumes right away, they
won’t get a job. Reinforce that networking is how a job search often works in technical
fields.

● Mentees may experience “Imposter Syndrome,” meaning that mentees often feel that
their experience is of no real value. Give them a pep talk and help them see the
real-world applications of their work.

Industry Expert Insights

● Provide tips on network building.
● Share examples of how you or your colleagues found data science jobs.
● Discuss the hiring process you went through.
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● Provide examples of skills and qualities employers are looking for in a data scientist.

Unit 13: Applying the Data Science Method

In this unit, your mentee will get to see data science in action (and be part of that action)! The
data science method is the process they’ll rely on to solve any data science problem they come
up against. They already learned about problem identification, which is the first step in this
process. Now, they’ll work through each of the data science method's steps and get their first
taste of an end-to-end data science project.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Gain first-hand experience with the end-to-end data science process you’ll use to
complete work for this course and throughout your career as a data scientist

Major Mentee Activities
● Work through each step of the data science method by completing a guided capstone

project

Common Concerns

● The guided capstone is the first major project of the course. Students may struggle with
the work they need to do — please offer support and guidance.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share real-world examples of times that the steps of the Data Science Method helped
you with your work.

Unit 14: Data Wrangling

Data wrangling is a crucial step in the process of preparing data so that your mentee can
identify insights, perform EDA, and build models. By wrangling data at the beginning of any data
science project, they’ll be set up to explore their data efficiently. Your mentee was introduced to
data wrangling concepts during the guided capstone. This unit takes a deeper dive into each of
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these concepts and introduces new scenarios and constraints that are important for them to
understand.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Learn how to acquire and compile data through data collection
● Develop the skills to keep projects organized by building local file structures and keeping

GitHub repo versions updated
● Learn how to review data types, build data profiles, and begin to develop an

understanding of the feature dimensions of your data
● Be able to handle problems in your data such as null values, duplicates, and formatting

issues

Major Mentee Activities
● Work through three mini-projects:

○ An API mini-project
○ A NASA exercise
○ A text data handling exercise

● Complete the first three steps of their second capstone project

Common Concerns

● Students will reach out to you for feedback about their project ideas and proposal.
Please review their submissions before your calls with your mentee.

● Boredom: This unit dives into the weeds of data wrangling, which might begin to seem
tedious for some mentees. You can help your mentee by reminding them that data
wrangling is a critical part of the data science process, and is essential to ensure that all
further analysis is on a solid foundation.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share the importance of data wrangling and how it’s a critical skill for a data scientist.
● Emphasize the amount of time and effort that data wrangling and cleaning can take in

real-world projects.
● Give examples of common pitfalls during data wrangling and how to address them.

Unit 15: SQL and Databases
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In this unit, your mentee will learn how to leverage Structured Query Language (SQL) to query
relational database management systems. In other words, they’ll use queries to understand the
data contained in databases.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Explore the landscape of SQL and databases and gain an understanding of how you will
use them in your career as a data scientist

● Write best practice queries in SQL and be able to work with relational databases in
Python

Major Mentee Activities
In this unit, your mentee will:

● Practice writing SQL to solve business questions related to a country club case study

Common Concerns

● Your mentees may have questions about databases, as they are a rather complicated
topic.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share your own experiences with SQL and offer any tips or advice for how to use this
tool efficiently.

Unit 16: Your Elevator Pitch and LinkedIn Profile (Optional)

Please note that this unit is optional but we encourage students who are hoping to get a data
science job to complete this work.

Now that your mentee has identified the first steps of their career and job search strategy, it’s
important that they update their LinkedIn profile and begin crafting their elevator pitch. Both of
these items will come in handy when they begin building relationships with professionals who
can help them get hired.
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Please note that the career coach is responsible for assessing your mentee’s LinkedIn
profile and resume. While we encourage you to review your mentee’s resume and LinkedIn page
if they ask, you are not responsible for grading these submissions.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Create a personal pitch and story to share with potential employers
● Repurpose your LinkedIn profile to reflect your journey and transition into data science

and learn how to highlight your transferable skills

Major Mentee Activities

● Create a personal pitch
● Revise their LinkedIn profile
● Book and have your coaching call to review your LinkedIn profile

Common Concerns

● Your mentee may not be sure what they should include on their LinkedIn page. Offer
advice based on your own experiences with LinkedIn and job searching.

● Your mentee may feel uncomfortable “pitching” themselves. Please remind them that an
elevator pitch is a great way to convey what they do and what they’ve achieved.

Industry Expert Insights

● If your mentee is nervous about sharing their elevator pitch, share the information you
generally tell people when they ask what you do (if you are comfortable doing so.)

Unit 17: Statistics for Exploratory Data Analysis

Statistics lie at the heart of data science. Having a solid understanding of statistical concepts
will allow your mentee to draw useful, nuanced conclusions from their data and will help them
stand out from other candidates as they apply for data science jobs. In this unit, they’ll learn
how to use statistics to draw insights from datasets. This unit was built around David
Spiegelhalter's book, The Art of Statistics (aka AoS). In each subunit, they’ll read one or two
chapters, test their understanding with a quiz, and review take-away notes.

Unit Learning Objectives
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● Learn the fundamentals of statistics and develop an understanding of statistical
concepts

● Become equipped with essential conceptual knowledge before diving into application
statistics

● Understand that statistics is both a science and an art

Major Mentee Activities

● Complete a frequentist inference exercise
● Work on an exercise involving visualizing basic probability and compound
● Work on a probability distribution exercise
● Complete several quizzes

Common Concerns

● Some mentees have a hard time seeing the importance of inferential statistics and may
ask if it’s useful and when it’s used in practice. Explain that it’s often used in the real
world as a quick way to draw conclusions about a dataset and make decisions around it.

Industry Expert Insights

● Provide practical applications of inferential statistics from your professional
experiences.

● Give tips and tricks for using different kinds of statistical methods.

Unit 18: Python Statistics in EDA

In this unit, your mentee will learn about how to apply Python to the sound statistical knowledge
they acquired in the previous unit. In the first subunit, they’ll look at statistical inference in
Python. The second subunit focuses on data visualization in Python. Subunit three is dedicated
to learning more about how to implement statistical hypothesis testing in Python. Finally, they’ll
look at some slightly more complex applications of statistics in Python, such as the statistical
modeling methods of linear regression and classification.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Transfer statistical concepts into practical skills and learn how to apply Python to
statistics in EDA

● Take a deep dive into statistical inference, hypothesis testing, and statistical modeling in
Python through hands-on practices
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● Incorporate learning from Data Visualization in Python and apply the techniques on your
capstone

Major Mentee Activities

● Complete a case study about frequentist inference
● Implement a hypothesis test via a permutation test in the Integrating Apps case study
● Work on a statistical modeling case study (and have the opportunity to get more practice

via a second, optional case study)
● Complete the EDA step of their second capstone project

Common Concerns

● It’s important to keep reminding mentees about the limitations of various inferential
statistics techniques, the assumptions they make about the data, and how it’s important
to have a large enough dataset.

● Many mentees struggle with understanding the concept of statistical significance and
p-values.

● It’s worth discussing the concepts of "causation" and "correlation,” and how to properly
communicate statistical results to decision-makers without trying to suggest causation,
and without trying to suggest decisions based on statistical results when the data
scientist has no experience in the application field.

Industry Expert Insights

● Tell them about the ways that you use statistics to perform exploratory data analysis.

Unit 19: Effective Networking (Optional)

Please note that this unit is optional but we encourage students who are hoping to get a data
science job to complete this work.

Effective networking is a cornerstone of this Data Science Bootcamp: Foundations + Core
course, as building a solid network in the data science field upfront often comes from obtaining
referrals from target companies. The unit leads your mentee through their first attempt at
building a data science network.

Unit Learning Objectives
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● Learn about best practices for email and in-person communications
● Build your design network by using your first meetup as a way to build connections with

people who share similar interests
● Learn how “cold emailing” can be used to reach out to people at your dream companies
● Learn about imposter syndrome, a common feeling that many professionals face, and

share ways to overcome it to grow your confidence in networking

Major Mentee Activities

● Attend a data science meetup or event and submit a brief summary of the meetup that
they attended

● Book and have their coaching call to gain more insight into how to develop their
networking strategy

Common Concerns

● Introverted and shy mentees: Many mentees are not used to the concept of networking
and are nervous about going out and meeting strangers. This is particularly true of those
who are naturally introverted or shy.

● Severe “imposter syndrome”: Some mentees are convinced that because they are new to
the field of data science, they have nothing of value to offer experts. “Why would any
experienced designer talk to me?” Help them understand that relationship building starts
with listening and being genuinely curious about other people. Most people, including
experienced data scientists, are excited to talk about themselves and their work, which
can provide a lot of information.

● First time networking jitters: Some mentees have never been to or even heard of a
meetup before and are nervous about going to one for the first time. Explain to them that
meetups are very casual events, and there’s absolutely no pressure there. At this point,
they’re still new and may not understand all the technical content people are talking
about. That’s completely fine. It’s still useful to be curious, ask people about what they
do, and listen well.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share how networking has helped you (or your colleagues/friends) with finding new
opportunities.

● Share your experience going to or speaking at meetups and similar events.
● Give tips and tricks for building relationships with data science professionals.
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Unit 20: Machine Learning Overview

Machine learning (ML) algorithms enable computers to learn from data, and even improve
themselves, without being explicitly programmed. This unit takes a thorough look at the
different facets of this practice and lays the foundation that your mentee will build on as you
work through subsequent units about supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and advanced
ML practices. In addition to learning about the fundamentals of machine learning, they’ll also
become familiar with different ML use-cases and explore the Python libraries and packages
most relevant to machine learning work. Let's get started!

Unit Learning Objectives

● Explore the fundamentals of machine learning and gain an understanding of the
taxonomy of different types of ML algorithms

● Develop an understanding of best practices and common challenges that data scientists
deal with when working on machine learning applications

Major Mentee Activities

● Work through a series of introductory resources. This unit is intended to introduce your
mentee to machine learning fundamentals.

● Complete a quiz to test their understanding of the topics introduced in the unit.

Common Concerns

● Mentees often wonder about the pros and cons of different machine learning
techniques, when to apply which one, and how to pick one. Many mentees imagine that
there’s a straightforward method to decide which algorithm to apply and when.

Industry Expert Insights

● Provide practical examples of machine learning applications. Explain the problem that
was solved and which algorithm was chosen and why.

Unit 21: Supervised Learning
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Supervised Learning is the bread and butter of machine learning. In this unit, your mentee will
learn to use supervised learning when they give their machine labeled training data and encode
procedures for the machine to learn to assign those labels itself.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Develop an understanding of supervised learning and its common applications
● Be able to perform regression and classification techniques to solve real-world problems

Major Mentee Activities

● Complete a logistic regression case study
● Complete a Decision Trees case study
● Complete a Random Forest case study
● Complete a Gradient Boosting case study
● Complete a Time Series case study

Common Concerns

● The topics covered in this and the next unit are pretty complicated. Offer guidance and
advice if your mentee seems to be struggling with a particular section of this unit.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share the pros and cons of different algorithms with practical examples.
● Give tips and tricks for improving the performance of machine learning algorithms.

Unit 22: Unsupervised Learning

Unsupervised learning, as the name implies, requires a minimum amount of human supervision.
It is a type of machine learning where the machine looks for patterns in a dataset with no
pre-existing labels or classifications — the machine acts on this information without guidance.
Typified by the clustering method, unsupervised learning is an efficient way to spot patterns in
your data when you don't know in advance what you're looking for — a situation that is
increasingly common as the quantity of our data increases. Clustering is a technique that
involves grouping together different data points. Unsupervised learning is a great way to do
exploratory data analysis and dimensionality reduction.
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In this unit, your mentee will learn about clustering types, distance calculations and similarity
measures, and principal component analysis and SVD.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Understand what unsupervised learning and how it is used
● Develop knowledge of common clustering types
● Be able to perform clustering techniques to solve real-world problems

Major Mentee Activities

In this unit, your mentee will:
● Complete a distance metrics exercise
● Complete a Cosine Similarity exercise
● Complete a case study about customer segmentation using K-means clustering

Common Concerns

● The topics covered in this unit are pretty complicated. Offer guidance and advice if your
mentee seems to be struggling with a particular section of this unit.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share the pros and cons of different algorithms with practical examples.
● Give tips and tricks for improving the performance of machine learning algorithms.

Unit 23: Feature Engineering

Not all data comes in a neat, tidy, numerical format. In fact, most data doesn't. To do proper
machine learning, you almost always need to do some feature engineering; that is, you need to
convert the data you've compiled to solve your problem into a feature matrix. This unit will be
divided into two subunits. In the first, your mentee will learn how to deal with categorical
features, image features, and text features. In the second, your mentee will dive into derived or
secondary features, handling missing data, and automated feature engineering.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Be able to perform data transformation for categorical features, image features, and text
features
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● Learn best practice for deriving features, handling missing data, and automated feature
engineering

Major Mentee Activities

In this unit, your mentee will:
● Complete a series of interactive exercises
● Apply feature engineering techniques to step four of their second capstone:

pre-processing and training data development

Common Concerns

● Your mentee may struggle to perform the pre-processing step or create a training
dataset. Remind them to review the resources found in the Applying the Data Science
Method unit and offer your own tips and advice.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share tales of your own feature engineering experiences.

Unit 24: Informational Interviews (Optional)

Please note that this unit is optional but we encourage students who are hoping to get a data
science job to complete this work.

Informational interviews are one of the best ways to quickly gather in-depth information about a
company (beyond what’s available through internet searches.) This unit delves into improving
social skills, participating in an informational interview, and developing long-lasting professional
relationships.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Build your social skills to be able to confidently participate in an informational interview
● Develop the ability to listen carefully and ask the right questions during an informational

interview
● Appreciate the importance of developing long-lasting professional relationships
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Major Mentee Activities

In this unit, your mentee will:
● Conduct informational interviews with data science professionals and submit a brief

summary of their experience
● Book and have their coaching call to support them in developing their networking

strategy

Common Concerns

● Some mentees have a hard time setting up informational interviews, so it’s important to
reassure them that it’s normal and to continue reaching out to more people or help
connect them with data science professionals.

● Some mentees are scared of rejection and are nervous to reach out to people for fear of
appearing too forward or “weird.” Reassure them that there’s nothing wrong with a
professional request for information.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share a story about an informational interview you’ve had. Talk about the takeaways
from that story.

● Discuss how an informational interview helped you in your career, or how you ended up
helping someone because they asked you for an informational interview.

Unit 25: Machine Learning Applications

This unit is all about modeling metrics and hyperparameter tuning. It's crucial that your mentee
develop an ability to determine which modeling metric to use based on the type of response
variable they have and the business problem they’re trying to solve. Likewise, it's also essential
to be able to communicate their model's performance in terms that a stakeholder can
understand. The second important topic that is covered in this unit is model hyperparameter
tuning. A hyperparameter is a parameter that is set before the machine learning process starts;
it is a value that controls the learning process.

Learning Objectives

● Take a deep dive into the types of evaluation metrics for regression and classification
● Be able to choose the best evaluation metric for your machine learning project
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● Learn best practice for model optimization and be able to apply the techniques to the
capstone modeling step

Major Mentee Activities

In this unit, your mentee will:
● Work through several interactive exercises focused on:

○ Model evaluation metrics
○ Grid search in KNN
○ Bayesian optimization

● Complete the modeling step of their second capstone project

Common Concerns

● Your mentee may need help or guidance to complete the modeling work required for
their second capstone project. Be prepared to discuss their work during your calls.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share your experiences building models and relate your experiences to the work that
your mentee is doing.

Unit 26: Finding the Right Jobs and Companies (Optional)

Please note that this unit is optional but we encourage students who are hoping to get a data
science job to complete this work.

A dream job is the intersection of two phenomena: the right role at the right company. There are
many job titles and a diverse array of companies in the data science domain. In this unit,
students will research roles within the data science field that might be a good fit and identify
industries and companies that offer those roles.

Unit Learning Objectives

● Investigate the different data science roles and titles
● Assess which role is the right fit for them
● Identify the companies and industries that offer their preferred data science role
● Recognize that there are numerous amazing companies doing innovative user

experience work, not just a few well-known companies.
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Major Mentee Activities

● A brief summary describing at least 2-3 job titles that are right for them
● A list of 40-50 companies they’d like to join
● Book and have a coaching call to review the company list and job titles list

Common Concerns

● Mentees might struggle with how to know if a company would be a good fit for them.

Industry Expert Insights

● Share your own experiences looking for companies that you considered applying to

Unit 27: Data Storytelling

Being able to tell a compelling story about your data is an integral skill every data scientist must
master. Data scientists need to tell stories with data when building data products and when
communicating with employers or clients about those products. Crafting an effective story
depends on a few crucial variables:

● Who your audience is
● What questions you're trying to answer
● Why your audience should care
● What your major insights are
● What impact you want to have by sharing your findings

Unit Learning Objectives

● Become familiar with different  presentation techniques
● Learn how to communicate your insights in a compelling manner
● Learn how to apply presentation techniques for executive (C-suite), technical, and

non-technical audiences

Major Mentee Activities

● Prepare a presentation about a dataset of their choosing
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● Finalize the documentation of their second capstone project

Common Concerns

● Communicating to a general audience: Many mentees, especially those with technical
backgrounds, struggle to communicate at a level that’s appropriate for a more general
audience. As a mentor, you may need to guide them and help them explain their ideas to
a non-technical client.

Industry Expert Insights

● Emphasize the importance of data storytelling and communication skills for a data
scientist. Many mentees come in with the intention of mastering the technical skills, but
they underestimate the need for learning effective communication skills.

● Share examples of how you’ve developed and used communication and storytelling
skills at work.

Specialization Tracks

The Generalist Track

The Business Insider Track

The Advanced Machine Learning Track
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